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PHENOMENOLOGY  IS RICH  IN THE PRESERVED  
LAND  OF  THE MOJAVE  DESERT  WITH ONLY  
A  LIGHT  HUMAN  TOUCH  INTERFERING .
OBSERVED  THROUGH  ADMIRATION  AND  MAINLY  
SCIENTIFIC  ANALYSIS , IT IS EASY  TO BELIEVE  THE 
ETHEREAL  QUALITIES  OF  THE LAND  ARE  AT THEIR PEAK . 
I CHALLENGE  THAT ARCHITECTURE  MAY  EXIST 
WITHIN  THE MOJAVE  NATIONAL  PRESERVE  TO 
INTENSIFY  THE UNIQUE  SENSORY  EXPERIENCES . 
TECTONICS  FORM  TO MEASURE  AND  ANALYZE  
THE CLIMATE  COMPONENTS  THAT CREATE  THE 
FANTASTICAL  QUALITIES . THE ARCHITECTURE  
LEARNS  FROM  THE ENVIRONMENTAL  AND  
SOCIAL  HISTORY  AND  FUTURE OF  EACH  SITE.
I HAVE  CHOSE  FOUR  OF  NINE  MAIN  SITES WITHIN  
THE PRESERVE : SODA  LAKE , BARBER  PEAK , 
J OSHUA  TREE FOREST , AND  MOJAVE  ROAD .
MOJAVE UNNERVED
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the joshua tree forest is a site as unexpected 
as the trees themselves. most landscapes 
sprawl out with limited vegetation over a foot 
tall. as the forest is approach, only a few 
trees are first visible. with each advancemnt
more trees come into view. a sense of familiarity 
comes about. the trees have a humanoid quality 
to them. being among them is like sitting with 
a group of friends. each distinct from the 
other. each reaching out in different ways.
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A BEING
RESEMBLING A
HUMAN IN ITS SHAPE.
AVERAGE HUMAN MEASURMENTS:
HEIGHT: FIVE FEET SIX INCHES
WIDTH: ONE FOOT SIX INCHES
THE FIRST TASK WAS TO ATTEMPT 
TO CONVEY THESE FANTASTICAL 
EXPERIENCES OF THE MOJAVE 
NATIONAL PRESERVE THROUGH 
DRAWING. THIS DRAWING SERIES IS 
TITLED “EXPRESSIONS” AS IT WAS TRY 
TO DO JUST THAT; EXPRESS. THESE 
DRAWINGS WERE COMPLETED WHIE 
SIMULTANEOUSLY WRITING IN DEPTH 
ABOUT THE FIELD STUDY. READINGS 
ALSO RAN PARALLEL IN ORDER TO 
FULL DWELL ON THE MEMORIES 
AND ACCOUNTS OF THE DESERT. 
ALTHOUGH THIS PROCESS AIDED 
PROJECT DEVELOPMENT THEY WERE 
NOT YET DEPICTING QUALITIES OF 
LANDSCAPE TO THE OUTSIDE EYE. 
THUS THE NEXT PROCESS WAS IAN 
TENSE MAKING  SERIES.
